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Disclaimer
This presentation is being issued by Blacksteel Energy (the “Company”)  for information purposes only.  The content of this Presentation has not been approved by 
any securities regulatory authority.  Reliance on this Presentation for the purpose of engaging in any investment activity may expose an individual to a significant risk 
of losing all of the property or other assets invested.

This Presentation is not an admission document, prospectus or an advertisement and is being provided for information purposes only and does not constitute or 
form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer or invitation to sell or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for any common shares of the 
Company in Canada, the United States or any other jurisdiction.  Neither this Presentation, nor any part of it nor anything contained or referred to in it, nor the fact of 
its distribution, should form the basis of or be relied on in connection with or act as an inducement in relation to a decision to purchase or subscribe for or enter into 
any contract or make any other commitment whatsoever in relation to any securities of the Company No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by 
or on behalf of the Company, its directors, officers and advisors or any other person as to the accuracy, sufficiency or completeness of the information or opinions 
contained in this Presentation and no liability whatsoever is accepted by the Company, its directors, officers or advisors or any other person for any loss howsoever 
arising, directly or indirectly, from any use of such information or opinions or otherwise arising in connection therewith.

Certain statements contained in this Presentation constitute “forward looking statements” as such term is used in applicable Canadian and US securities laws These 
statements relate to analyses and other information that are based upon forecasts of future results, estimates of amounts not yet determinable and assumptions of 
management In particular, statements concerning the timing of drilling upcoming wells, the future success of such wells, the ability of the Company to successfully 
complete and commercially produce, transport and sell oil from such wells, the maintenance of current production levels from existing wells and future wells, future 
crude oil pricing levels, the ability of the Company to fund future drilling operations, pipeline interruptions on existing or future pipelines, timing of completion of 
production facilities and pipeline, estimates of pipeline losses and events or projections referenced or implied herein should be viewed as forward looking 
statements All reserves estimates and estimates of future net revenue do not represent fair market value Any statements that express or involve discussions with 
respect to predictions, expectations, beliefs, plans, projections, objectives, assumptions or future events or are not statements of historical fact should be viewed as 
“forward looking statements” Such forward looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, 
performance or achievements of the Company to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward 
looking statements Such risks and other factors include, among others, the costs and timing of exploration and production development, availability of capital to fund 
exploration and production development political, social and other risks inherent in carrying on business in a foreign jurisdiction, the effects of a recessionary 
economy and such other business risks as discussed herein and other publicly filed disclosure documents

Although the Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to differ materially from those described in 
forward looking statements, there may be other factors that cause actions, events or results not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended Investors are cautioned 
that such forward looking statements involve risks and uncertainties There can be no assurance that such statements will prove to be accurate as actual results and 
future events could vary or differ materially from those anticipated in such statements.

Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on forward looking statements contained in this Presentation The forward looking statements contained herein 
are expressly qualified by this cautionary statement Forward looking statements are made based on management’s beliefs, estimates and opinions on the date 
hereof and the Company undertakes no obligation to update any forward looking statements contained herein whether as a result of new information, future events 
or otherwise, except as required by applicable law.
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Investment  Highlights
➢ Montney oil project with significant oil in place

➢ 30+  development drilling locations

➢Cash flow growth supports high recycle ratio

➢Cash flow base to support international acquisition and development

➢Re-listing on a recognized exchange upon completion of work program 

➢Post re-listing acquire international opportunity 

➢No debt and $25.4 million in tax pools* 

➢$26.2 million in 2P Reserves from only 7 locations* 

➢ Low Risk Domestic Growth
➢ Acquire land on trend via provincial land sales

➢ Use tax pools available to minimize taxes

➢ Experienced team to grow and acquire assets

➢ Low Capital, High Growth International Exposure
➢ Very accretive resource capture

➢ Domestic cash flow supports international G&G development; farm-out drilling risk

➢ Management team and Advisors have significant international experience

* on a pro forma basis after completion of Drakkar acquisition
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Girouxville Alberta Highlights

➢ Montney light oil development; Blacksteel *100% WI & operator

➢ 7,040 gross acres (11 sections) of Montney lands; offsetting lands available for purchase

➢ 200 + million barrels of oil  in place; up to 30 meters of oil pay

➢ $26 million CAD NPV10 bt Total Proved & Probable* (GLJ effective Apr 30, 2022)

➢ 30+ Montney horizontal development locations identified plus delineation opportunities

➢ 318 boepd IP30 producing rate for development type well, (65% light oil)

➢ EUR per well 152,700 boe

➢ $2.2 Million per well to drill, complete and equip with pumpjack

➢ Year-round access adjacent to a major highway – 45 minutes north of Valleyview

➢ Property LMR is 1.82 as of April 30, 2022

➢ $25.4 million in tax pools as at April 30, 2022*

* on a pro forma basis after completion of Drakkar acquisition
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Girouxville Land and Wells
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➢ Land base is gross 7040 acres.

➢ Six horizontal wells: 6 have produced; 1 has 
been converted to SWD in Cadotte (8-2); 1 is 
abandoned (8-21); 2 remain suspended

➢ Property is adjacent to, and on trend with, 
Montney pool operated by Long Run 
Exploration

➢ AER Liability Management Rating as of April 
30, 2022 is 1.82

➢ The proposed operations on 16-2 and 8-9 will 
result in the LMR exceeding 3.0 by year-end

➢ “Young” property as oldest well was drilled in 
2013 means no heritage liability issues

9-3 
Vert & 
Battery

8-9 Hzntl

1-8 Vert

9-26 Hzntl

9-27 Vert

16-2 HZ
9-2 HZ

8-2 HZ/SWD

Blacksteel Operated Wells

Long Run Operated Wells

Blacksteel Energy



Reserves Summary
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➢ Independent reserves evaluation 
prepared by GLJ Petroleum Consultants 
with effective date of April 30, 2022. 

➢ Three Proven and four Probable 
Locations assigned

➢ Price deck effective 2022-04-01 (see 
table on slide 9)

Total 100% WI

Oil
Natural 

Gas

Natural 
Gas 

Liquids Total BTax NPV10

Category (Mbbls) (MMcf) (Mbbls) (Mboe) ($M)

Total Proved 773 1,760 23 1,090 $14,830

Total Proved + Probable 1,560 3,730 47 2,230 $26,200
GLJ Reserves Report, Effective 
April 30 2022, 100% WI, WI 
Volumes

56.6%

43.4%

Distribution of Reserve Values by Category

Proved Probable



Girouxville Montney OOIP from GLJ
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➢ Independent reserves evaluation prepared GLJ 
Petroleum Consultants

➢ OOIP assigned to five sections based on wells 
operated by Blacksteel Energy

➢ At least eight adjoining sections rated with high 
prospectivity and equally large OOIP

➢ Recovery factors are less than 5% on primary and 
could be doubled with water flood

Land 

Description

HZ Well 

Count

Producing 

Well Count

OOIP per 

Qtr Sec 

(Mbbl)

OOIP per 

Section 

(Mbbl)

26-75-21W5 1 0 2,818 11,272       

35-75-21W5 0 0 5,304 21,216       

2-76-21W5 3 2 7,335 29,340       

9-76-21W5 1 1 7,426 29,704       

21-76-21W5 1 0 8,094 32,376       

Total 6 3 123,908     

GLJ Summary of OOIP Volumes



Significant Drilling Potential
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➢ Over 30 horizontal wells can be drilled on 
existing land base at a density of 6 
wells/section

➢ Conceptual five-year drilling plan shown 
on map (& original land base)

➢ Locations are based on vertical well 
control and excellent offset production 
performance

➢ The net oil pay ranges from 15 to 30 
metres across the proposed drilling area

➢ Pad locations based on optimizing 
position for horizontal locations and 
flowline tie-ins

➢ Current pad sizes are large enough for 6 
or more wells

➢ Potential tie-in to Long Run infrastructure 
is shown

Blacksteel land

Blacksteel Energy
Blacksteel Land

------ Blacksteel Operated Pipeline



GLJ Price Decks
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➢ +23%: 2023 Oil price forecast is $102.50/bbl versus $83.13/bbl in 2019 for type well forecast

➢ MSW reflects the wellhead price received at Girouxville

GLJ Price MSW, Light WTI

Forecast Crude Oil Crude Oil

as of Apr 1 2019 (40 API, 0.3%S) (39.6 API, 0.24%S)

at Edmonton Cushing, OK

Period CAD/bbl USD/bbl

2019 Q2 72.00 61.00

2019 Q3 72.00 61.00

2019 Q4 72.00 61.00

2019 Full Year 70.39 59.31

2020 72.73 62.50

2021 75.95 66.00

2022 79.38 69.00

2023 83.13 72.00

2024 86.88 75.00

2025 89.38 77.00

2026 91.88 79.00

2027 94.17 80.84

2028 96.20 82.46

2029+ +2.0%/yr +2.0%/yr

Price forecast used for type well Most recent GLJ price forecast

GLJ Price MSW, Light WTI Alberta 

Forecast as of Crude Oil Crude Oil Plant Gate

April 1, 2022 (40 API, 0.3%S) (39.6 API, 0.24%S) Spot Price

 at Edmonton Cushing, OK

Period CAD/bbl USD/bbl CAD/MMBtu

2022 Q1 (est) 118.93 95.32 4.46

2022 Q2 122.50 100.00 4.70

2022 Q3 116.25 95.00 4.70

2022 Q4 110.00 90.00 5.00

2022 Full Year 116.92 95.08 4.72

2023 102.50 82.52 3.67

2024 89.55 72.00 3.14

2025 91.34 72.00 3.21

2026 93.17 72.00 3.28

2027 95.03 72.00 3.35

2028 96.94 72.00 3.42

2029 98.88 72.00 3.50

2030 100.86 72.00 3.57

2031 102.87 72.00 3.65

2032+ +2.0%/yr 72.00 +2.0%/yr



Girouxville Montney Type Curve
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DCE&T ($M) $1,800

IP (30) (BOPD) 207

(BOEPD) 318

Reserves (MBBL) 103.1

(MBOE) 152.7

Capital Efficiency ($/BOEPD) $5,660

Reserve Finding Cost ($/BOE) $11.79

NPV10 ($M) $747

Rate of Return (%) 64

Payout (Years) 1.2

Operating Cost ($/BOE) 8.66

Operating Netback ($/BOE) $26.65

Recycle Ratio 2.3

Economic Parameters

GLJ Apr 1 2019 Price Deck

➢ Stronger economics on current GLJ price forecast per previous slide. 
➢ First year production profiles are similar for all wells: ~60%
➢ The horizontal legs of the Blacksteel wells were drilled 8 – 10 metres below the top of the Montney while the Long 

Run wells were drilled at the top of the zone
➢ The shallow decline after Year 1 of the Blacksteel wells is attributed to a larger stimulated rock volume because the 

wells were drilled in the middle of oil pay NOT at the top
➢ Production mechanism is solution gas drive – as the pressure drops, the solution gas expands and pushes the oil to 

the wellbore so maximizing the stimulated rock volume is key

----- Blacksteel Montney Type Curve

----- Blacksteel 09-02-076-21W5/00

----- Blacksteel 16-02-076-21W5/02

Blacksteel 
Acquired



Path to Cash Flow and Growth

Phase 1: Recompletion, Workover, Battery Modification  CAPEX = ~$1mm

➢ Recomplete 8-9 well, workover 16-2 and battery modifications

➢ IP30 240 boepd estimated production adds; 280 boepd total production

➢ $300k NOI estimated in first month; ~$3mm annualized; 4 month payout

➢ Acquisition of additional land on trend

Phase 2: Drill 3 Oil and 1 Disposal Well, Battery Expansion CAPEX =  $9mm

➢ Drill three horizontal Montney wells, drill Belloy water disposal well 

➢ IP30 954 boepd estimated production, (65% light oil)

➢ Battery expansion to handle additional fluid volumes

➢ Tie in solution gas to neighbouring system, (2 miles across farm land): 
evaluate economics of gas to power   

➢ $10mm+ NOI annualized

* All figures assume 100% WI 
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➢ Estimated ~200 BOEPD by refrac of 8-9
➢ Oil saturated reservoir confirmed by elevated mudgas 

readings while drilling (see image below)
➢ Fluid rates of 90 – 100 M3/D were swabbed prior to 

suspension in Feb 2015 are comparable to offset 
production rates; unrecovered frac fluid (850 M3) damaged 
the reservoir as production rates were less than swab rates

➢ The 1-8 pilot well core analysis data and log interpretation 
confirms 35 metres of oil pay with excellent permeability

8-9 Refrac
8-9 Hzntl re-frac

9-3 Battery 
turnaround

16-2 Hzntl workover

LRE 4-11 Hzntl

9-2 Hzntl

Well Name: High North Resources Girouxville 8-9-76-21w5 Hz Spud: Liner: 

Well Location: 1-8-76-21w5 R/R: Stages (Planned / Frac'd): 

Well UWI: I.C.P.: m MD Tonnage/Stage: 

KB: T.D.: m MD Sand: 

Lateral: m Frac Fluid:
GR Cutoff: Azimuth: °

% over GR Cutoff:

1386.00m

90.00°

4-Nov-2014

0%

0

26-Nov-2014

1251

2637569.68m
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Montney

Oil Column 
Height = 35m

Core data from 
vertical pilot 1-8 

demonstrates 
excellent porosity 
and permeability

Vertical Pilot 1-8-76-21W5 Core 
Analysis Log Verifies Oil Pay in 8-9
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➢ Cumulative production from each of 9-2 and 16-2 places them in the top four wells of the Girouxville East 
Montney ‘S’ pool (68 wells)

➢ This area is a confirmed production sweet spot as 3 out of the top 4 wells are located here
➢ 16-2 did not produce in 2016 (12 months) and has not produced since December 2019 (25 months) and yet is still 

the 3rd best well in the pool
➢ 16-2 requires a coiled tubing cleanout to restore it to production at an expected rate of 40 BOEPD

8-9 Hzntl re-frac

9-3 Battery 
turnaround

16-2 Hzntl workover

LRE 4-11 Hzntl

9-2 Hzntl

16-2 Workover
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➢ 16-2 requires a coiled tubing cleanout to restore it to 
production at an expected rate of 40 BOEPD

➢ Offset producers 9-2 and 4-11 exhibit typical 
production behaviour

➢ Estimated cost is $160k including the well operations, 
separator upgrade and piping work

Sweetspot Production of 3 Key Wells
Blacksteel 9-2

Long Run 4-11

Blacksteel 16-2



Solution Gas Sales Options
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➢ Solution gas presently flared under limits set 
by AER permit for 9-3 battery; production 
from new hzntl wells will exceed limit so 
conservation will be required

Three conservation options:
1. Connect solution gas from 9-3 battery to 

Long Run gas gathering system at 10-12-76-
21W5

2. Generate electricity into local grid using 
solution gas

3. Connect to Long Run emulsion gathering 
system and send oil, gas & water to Long Run 
battery

➢ Long Run tie-in for solution gas to their 
system at 10-12 suggested; estimated cost is 
$700,000

➢ Oil, emulsion and water processing capacity is 
available at the nearby 13-4 battery and a 
proposed tie-in to the Long Run satellite at 8-
2 is proposed

Blacksteel Energy

Blacksteel Land
------ Blacksteel Operated Pipeline



Girouxville Offset Activity
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➢ Active competitors in area include Bighorn 
Energy, Canamax, Rising Star, Long Run 
Exploration (Calgary Sinoenergy) and 
Enercapita

➢ Long Run licenced 18 wells; drilled 14 
Montney horizontal wells since September 
2016 and is producing from 14 wells; 
currently have 4 service rigs actively 
restoring production

➢ Bighorn recently acquired the Montney 
pool in T73-25W5

➢ Rising Star is producing from the Montney 
in the Tangent field (T81, R24-25W5)

➢ Canamax is actively drilling in the 
Grimshaw area

➢ Enercapita Energy is operating three 
Montney pools east of Valleyview

Bighorn Energy

Blacksteel



Financing and Capital Structure
Financing Terms

Common Equity: $0.08/share

Up to $2,000,000: 25mm shares

Flow Through: $0.09/share

Up to $500,000: 5.6mm shares

Capital Structure
➢ Shares Outstanding* 100,507,487

➢Directors, Officers, Consultants, Strategic Investors ~27%

➢Debt $0

➢ Tax and resource pools* $25.4mm

* on a pro forma basis after completion of Drakkar acquisition
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Management & Board ofDirectors

MANAGEMENT

➢Duncan Nightingale – President & CEO - Frontera, Gran Tierra, EnCana, Nexen

➢ Jeff Callaway, Executive VP and CFO - Blacksteel, Longship Energy, High Ground Medica

➢ John McLeod, COO - Heritage, Rally, United Hydrocarbon, Pengrowth, Arakis, Amoco

➢Derek Batorowski, Controller - Blacksteel, Bacanora

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

➢ Jeff Callaway - Blacksteel, Longship Energy, High Ground Medica

➢ Eugene Chen - Partner, McLeod Law LLP

➢Duncan Nightingale - Frontera, Gran Tierra, EnCana, Nexen
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Investment  Highlights
➢ Montney oil project with significant oil in place

➢ 30+  development drilling locations

➢Cash flow growth supports high recycle ratio

➢Cash flow base to support international acquisition and development

➢Re-listing on a recognized exchange upon completion of work program 

➢Post re-listing acquire international opportunity 

➢No debt and $25.4 million in tax pools 

➢$26.2 million in 2P Reserves from only 7 locations 

➢ Low Risk Domestic Growth
➢ Acquire land on trend via provincial land sales

➢ Use tax pools available to minimize taxes

➢ Experienced team to grow and acquire assets

➢ Low Capital, High Growth International Exposure
➢ Very accretive resource capture

➢ Domestic cash flow supports international G&G development; farm-out drilling risk

➢ Management team and Advisors have significant international experience
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Supplementary Material
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Montney Pay Zone
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Density
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9-3-76-21W5 Core Analysis Log
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Offsetting Land Opportunities
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➢ Open Montney Crown and 
Freehold land provide 
opportunity for future 
production growth

➢ Land sale activity has been 
quiet to date

Blacksteel Energy
Open Montney Crown



Emulsion Pipeline Tie-in to Long Run
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➢ Long Run Exploration has an extensive 
emulsion gathering system for their 13-4 
battery adjacent to Blacksteels’ property

➢ Processing capacity is available at the 
battery as well as the gas plant located 5.5 
miles north of the battery

➢ Discussions with Long Run are underway to 
assess the economics of tying-in the 
Blacksteel property to their gathering 
system

➢ The CAPEX for the flowline from Blacksteel 
9-3 to the closest Long Run satellite is 
estimated to be $700K

➢ 9-3 pad site is large enough to 
accommodate another 4 wells



Gas-to-Power Generation

12/1/2022

➢ $4.4mm annual revenue opportunity at 5MW 
on $100/MWh 

➢ The average pool price is currently 
~$100/MWh.

➢ 2 to 4 well program provides sufficient solution 
gas to drive a 3 to 5 MW generator

➢ An application for Distributed Connection 
Generation (DG) to the AUC is required; the 
local wire service provider is ATCO Electric

➢ Generated power is received into transmission 
system at the ATCO-operated Substation near 
Falher

➢ Power lines are in place to carry output with an 
upgrade to 1.6 km section required; regulatory 
approval process is approximately one year

➢ DG power is sold into the wholesale electricity 
market operated by Alberta Electric System 
Operator (AESO)

26

Blacksteel Energy

Blacksteel Land
------ Blacksteel Operated Pipeline



Gross Overriding Royalty Obligations
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➢Certain lands subject to 
various GORR burdens (no 
deductions)

27
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8.5%

8.25%
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STATUTORY AND CONTRACTUAL RIGHTS OF ACTION

Securities legislation in certain of the provinces of Canada may deem this Presentation to be an offering memorandum and accordingly provide purchasers with statutory rights of rescission or damages, or both, in the event this Presentation contains a misrepresentation. A
“misrepresentation” is an untrue statement of a material fact or an omission to state a material fact that is required to be stated or that is necessary to make any statement not misleading or false in the light of the circumstances in which it was made. These remedies must
be commenced by the purchaser within the time limits prescribed and are subject to the defences contained in the applicable securities legislation. Purchasers should refer to the applicable provisions of the securities legislation of their province for the particulars of
these rights or consult with a legal adviser.

The following is a summary of the statutory rights of rescission or damages, or both, under securities legislation in certain of the provinces of Canada where that is required to be disclosed under the relevant securities legislation, and as such, is subject to the express
provisions of the legislation and the related regulations and rules. The rights described below are in addition to, and without derogation from, any other right or remedy available at law to purchasers of the Securities.

Ontario Purchasers

Ontario securities legislation provides that where an offering memorandum is delivered to a purchaser and contains a misrepresentation, the purchaser will be deemed to have relied upon the misrepresentation and will, except as provided below, have a statutory right of
action for damages or for rescission against the issuer and a selling security holder on whose behalf the distribution is made; if the purchaser elects to exercise the right of rescission, the purchaser will have no right of action for damages against the issuer or any selling
security holder. No such action shall be commenced more than, in the case of an action for rescission, 180 days after the date of the transaction that gave rise to the cause of action, or, in the case of any action other than an action for rescission, the earlier of: (i) 180 days
after the purchaser first had knowledge of the facts giving rise to the cause of action, or (ii) three years after the date of the transaction that gave rise to the cause of action. The Ontario legislation provides a number of limitations and defences to such actions, including: (a)
the issuer or any selling security holder is not liable if it proves that the purchaser purchased the securities with knowledge of the misrepresentation; (b) in an action for damages, the issuer shall not be liable for all or any portion of the damages that the issuer or any selling
security holder proves do not represent the depreciation in value of the securities as a result of the misrepresentation relied upon; and (c) in no case shall the amount recoverable exceed the price at which the securities were offered.

These rights are not available for a purchaser that is: (a) a Canadian financial institution, meaning either: (i) an association governed by the Cooperative Credit Associations Act (Canada) or a central cooperative credit society for which an order has been made under section
473(1) of that Act; or (ii) a bank, loan corporation, trust company, trust corporation, insurance company, treasury branch, credit union, caisse populaire, financial services cooperative, or league that, in each case, is authorized by an enactment of Canada or a province or
territory of Canada to carry on business in Canada or a province or territory of Canada; (b) a Schedule III bank, meaning an authorized foreign bank named in Schedule III of the Bank Act (Canada); (c) the Business Development Bank of Canada incorporated under the
Business Development Bank of Canada Act (Canada); or (d) a subsidiary of any person referred to in clauses (a), (b) or (c), if the person owns all of the voting securities of the subsidiary, except the voting securities required by law to be owned by directors of that subsidiary.

New Brunswick Purchasers

New Brunswick securities legislation provides that where any information relating to an offering that is provided to a purchaser of the securities contains a misrepresentation, a purchaser who purchases the securities shall be deemed to have relied on the
misrepresentation if it was a misrepresentation at the time of purchase. Such purchaser has a right of action for damages against the issuer or may elect to exercise a right of rescission against the issuer, in which case the purchaser shall have no right of action for damages.
No such action shall be commenced more than, in the case of an action for rescission, 180 days after the date of the transaction that gave rise to the cause of action or, in the case of any action, other than an action for rescission, the earlier of (i) one year after the plaintiff
first had knowledge of the facts giving rise to the cause of action, and (ii) six years after the date of the transaction that gave rise to the cause of action. The New Brunswick legislation provides a number of limitations and defences to such actions, including: (a) the issuer is
not liable if it proves that the purchaser purchased the securities with knowledge of the misrepresentation; (b) in an action for damages, the issuer shall not be liable for all or any portion of the damages that it proves do not represent the depreciation in value of the
securities as a result of the misrepresentation relied upon; and (c) in no case shall the amount recoverable exceed the price at which the securities were offered.

Saskatchewan Purchasers

Saskatchewan securities legislation provides that in the event that an offering memorandum, together with any amendments thereto, or advertising and sales literature disseminated in connection with an offering of securities contains a misrepresentation, a purchaser who
purchases such securities has, without regard to whether the purchaser relied on the misrepresentation, a right of action for damages against: (a) the issuer and the selling security holder on whose behalf the distribution is made; (b) every promoter and director of the
issuer or the selling security holder, as the case may be, at the time the offering memorandum or any amendment to it was sent or delivered; (c) every person or company whose consent has been filed respecting the offering, but only with respect to reports, opinions or
statements that have been made by them; (d) every person who or company that, in addition to the persons or companies mentioned in clauses (a) to (c), signed the offering memorandum or the amendment to the offering memorandum; and (e) every person who or
company that sells securities on behalf of the issuer and the selling security holder under the offering memorandum or amendment to the offering memorandum. If such purchaser elects to exercise a statutory right of rescission against the issuer or selling security holder, it
shall have no right of action for damages against that person or company. No such action for rescission or damages shall be commenced more than, in the case of a right of rescission, 180 days after the date of the transaction that gave rise to the cause of action or, in the
case of any action, other than an action for rescission, before the earlier of (i) one year after the plaintiff first had knowledge of the facts giving rise to the cause of action, and (ii) six years after the date of the transaction that gave rise to the cause of action.

The Saskatchewan legislation provides a number of limitations and defences, including: (a) no person or company will be liable if the person or company proves that the purchaser purchased the securities with knowledge of the misrepresentation; (b) in the case of an action
for damages, no person or company will be liable for all or any portion of the damages that it proves do not represent the depreciation in value of the securities as a result of the misrepresentation; and (c) in no case will the amount recoverable in any action exceed the
price at which the securities were offered to the purchaser.

No person or company, other than the issuer, will be liable if the person or company proves that: (a) the offering memorandum or any amendment to it was sent or delivered without the person’s or company’s knowledge or consent and that, on becoming aware of it being
sent or delivered, that person or company gave reasonable general notice that it was so sent or delivered; (b) after the filing of the offering memorandum or any amendment to it and before the purchase of securities by the purchaser, on becoming aware of any
misrepresentation in the offering memorandum or any amendment to it, the person or company withdrew the person’s or company’s consent to it and gave reasonable general notice of the person’s or company’s withdrawal and the reason for it; (c) with respect to any
part of the offering memorandum or any amendment to it purporting to be made on the authority of an expert, or purporting to be a copy of, or an extract from, a report, an opinion or a statement of an expert, that person or company had no reasonable grounds to believe
and did not believe that (i) there had been a misrepresentation, or (ii) the part of the offering memorandum or any amendment to it did not fairly represent the report, opinion or statement of the expert or was not a fair copy of, or an extract from, the report, opinion or
statement of the expert; (d) with respect to any part of the offering memorandum or any amendment to it purporting to be made on the person’s or company’s own authority as an expert or purporting to be a copy of or an extract from the person’s or company’s own
report, opinion or statement as an expert that contains a misrepresentation attributable to failure to represent fairly his, her or its report, opinion or statement as an expert, (i) the person or company had, after reasonable investigation, reasonable grounds to believe, and
did believe, that the part of the offering memorandum or any amendment to it fairly represented the person’s or company’s report, opinion or statement, or (ii) on becoming aware that the part of the offering memorandum or of any amendment to it did not fairly
represent the person’s or company’s report, opinion or statement as an expert, the person or company immediately advised the Financial and Consumer Affairs Authority of Saskatchewan and gave reasonable general notice that such use had been made of it and that the
person or company would not be responsible for that part of the offering memorandum or of the amendment to it; or (e) with respect to a false statement purporting to be a statement made by an official person or contained in what purports to be a copy of or extract from
a public official document, the statement was a correct and fair representation of the statement or copy of or extract from the document and the person or company had reasonable grounds to believe, and did believe, that the statement was true.

The Saskatchewan legislation also provides that where an individual makes a verbal statement to a prospective purchaser that contains a misrepresentation relating to the security purchased and the verbal statement is made either before or contemporaneously with the
purchase of the security, the purchaser is deemed to have relied on the misrepresentation, if it was a misrepresentation at the time of purchase, and has a right of action for damages against the individual who made the verbal statement.

The Saskatchewan legislation provides a purchaser with the right to void the purchase agreement and to recover all money and other consideration paid by the purchaser for the securities if the securities are sold in contravention of Saskatchewan securities legislation,
regulations or a decision of the Financial and Consumer Affairs Authority of Saskatchewan. The Saskatchewan legislation also provides a right of action for rescission or damages to a purchaser of securities to whom an offering memorandum or any amendment to it was not
sent or delivered prior to or at the same time as the purchaser enters into an agreement to purchase the securities, as required by the Saskatchewan legislation.

The Saskatchewan legislation also provides that a purchaser who has received an amended offering memorandum that was amended and delivered in accordance with such legislation has a right to withdraw from the agreement to purchase the securities by delivering a
notice to the person who or company that is selling the securities, indicating the purchaser’s intention not to be bound by the purchase agreement, provided such notice is delivered by the purchaser within two business days of receiving the amended offering
memorandum.
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Nova Scotia Purchasers

Nova Scotia securities legislation provides that in the event that an offering memorandum or a record incorporated by reference in an offering memorandum, together with any amendments thereto, or any advertising or sales literature (as defined in the Nova Scotia securities
legislation) contains a misrepresentation, a purchaser who purchases the securities referred to in it is deemed to have relied upon such misrepresentation if it was a misrepresentation at the time of purchase. Such purchaser has a statutory right of action for damages against
the seller (which includes the issuer) and, subject to certain additional defences, the directors of the seller. Alternatively, the purchaser while still an owner of the securities, may elect instead to exercise a statutory right of rescission against the seller, in which case the
purchaser shall have no right of action for damages against the seller or the directors. No such action shall be commenced to enforce the right of action for rescission or damages more than 120 days after the date payment was made for the securities (or after the date on which
initial payment was made for the securities where payments subsequent to the initial payment are made pursuant to a contractual commitment assumed prior to, or concurrently with, the initial payment). The Nova Scotia legislation provides a number of limitations and
defences, including: (a) no person or company is liable if the person or company proves that the purchaser purchased the securities with knowledge of the misrepresentation; (b) in the case of an action for damages, no person or company is liable for all or any portion of the
damages that it proves do not represent the depreciation in value of the securities as a result of the misrepresentation; and (c) in no case will the amount recoverable in any action exceed the price at which the securities were offered to the purchaser.

A person or company, other than the issuer, is not liable with respect to any part of the offering memorandum or any amendment to the offering memorandum not purporting (a) to be made on the authority of an expert or (b) to be a copy of, or an extract from, a report,
opinion or statement of an expert, unless the person or company (i) failed to conduct a reasonable investigation to provide reasonable grounds for a belief that there had been no misrepresentation or (ii) believed that there had been a misrepresentation.

A person or company, other than the issuer, will not be liable if that person or company proves that: (a) the offering memorandum or any amendment to the offering memorandum was sent or delivered to the purchaser without the person’s or company’s knowledge or consent
and that, on becoming aware of its delivery, the person or company gave reasonable general notice that it was delivered without the person’s or company’s knowledge or consent; (b) after delivery of the offering memorandum or any amendment to the offering memorandum
and before the purchase of the securities by the purchaser, on becoming aware of any misrepresentation in the offering memorandum or any amendment to the offering memorandum, the person or company withdrew the person’s or company’s consent to the offering
memorandum or any amendment to the offering memorandum, and gave reasonable general notice of the withdrawal and the reason for it; or (c) with respect to any part of the offering memorandum or any amendment to the offering memorandum purporting (i) to be made
on the authority of an expert, or (ii) to be a copy of, or an extract from, a report, an opinion or a statement of an expert, the person or company had no reasonable grounds to believe and did not believe that (A) there had been a misrepresentation, or (B) the relevant part of the
offering memorandum or any amendment to the offering memorandum did not fairly represent the report, opinion or statement of the expert, or was not a fair copy of, or an extract from, the report, opinion or statement of the expert.

Manitoba Purchasers

In the event that an offering memorandum, together with any amendment thereto delivered to purchasers of securities resident in Manitoba, contains a misrepresentation and it is a misrepresentation at the time of purchase, the purchaser shall be deemed to have relied upon
the misrepresentation and shall have, in addition to any other rights it may have at law, (a) a right of action for damages against (i) the issuer, (ii) every director of the issuer at the date of the offering memorandum (collectively, the “Directors”) and (iii) every person or
corporation who signed the offering memorandum (collectively, the “Signatories”), or (b) a right of rescission against the issuer. If a misrepresentation is contained in a record incorporated by reference in, or is deemed to be incorporated into the offering memorandum, the
misrepresentation is deemed to be contained in the offering memorandum. A purchaser of securities may elect to exercise a right of rescission against the issuer, in which case the purchaser will have no right of action for damages against the issuer, Directors or Signatories. All
persons or companies referred to above that are found to be liable or accept liability are jointly and severally liable. A person or company who is found liable to pay a sum in damages may recover a contribution, in whole or in part, from a person who is jointly and severally liable
to make the same payment in the same cause of action unless, in all the circumstances of the case, the court is satisfied that it would not be just and equitable.

Directors or Signatories will not be liable:

(a) if they prove the offering memorandum was sent or delivered to the purchaser without their knowledge or consent and, on becoming aware of its delivery, promptly gave general reasonable notice that it was delivered without their knowledge and consent;

(b) if they prove that after becoming aware of a misrepresentation in the offering memorandum they withdrew their consent to the offering memorandum and gave reasonable general notice to the issuer of their withdrawal and the reasons therefore;

(c) if, with respect to any part of the offering memorandum purporting to be made on the authority of an expert or to be a copy of, or an extract from, a report, opinion or statement of an expert (“Expert Opinion”), if such person proves they did not have any
reasonable grounds to believe and did not believe that there was a misrepresentation or that the relevant part of the offering memorandum did not fairly represent the Expert Opinion or was not a fair copy of, or an extract from, such Expert Opinion; or

(d) with respect to any part of the offering memorandum not purporting to be made on an expert's authority, or not purporting to be a copy of, or an extract from an Expert Opinion, unless the Director or Signatory: (i) did not conduct an investigation sufficient to
provide reasonable grounds for a believe that there had been no misrepresentation; or (ii) believed that there had been a misrepresentation.

No person or company is liable in an action for rescission or damages if that person or company proves that the purchaser had knowledge of misrepresentation. In an action for damages, the issuer, the Directors and Signatories will not be liable for all or any part of the damages
that they prove do not represent the depreciation in value of the securities as a result of the misrepresentation relied upon. The amount recoverable under the right of action shall not exceed the price at which the securities were offered for sale.

A purchaser of securities to whom the offering memorandum was not delivered prior to such purchase in circumstances where such offering memorandum was required to be delivered, has a right of rescission or a right of action for damages against the issuer or any dealer who
failed to deliver the offering memorandum within the prescribed time. A purchaser to whom the offering memorandum is required to be sent may rescind the contract to purchase the securities by sending a written notice of rescission to the issuer not later than midnight on the
second day, excluding Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, after the purchaser signs the agreement to purchase the securities.

Unless otherwise provided under applicable securities legislation, no action shall be commenced to enforce a right of action unless the right is exercised:

(a) in the case of an action for rescission, not later than 180 days from the day of the transaction that gave rise to the cause of action; or

(b) in the case of an action, other than an action for rescission, the earlier of: (i) 180 days from the day the purchaser first had knowledge of the facts giving rise to the cause of action; and (ii) two years from the day of the transaction that gave rise to the cause of
action.

Newfoundland and Labrador Purchasers

The right of action for damages or rescission described herein is conferred by Section 130.1 of the Securities Act (Newfoundland and Labrador) (the “Newfoundland Act”). The Newfoundland Act provides, in relevant part, that where an offering memorandum contains a
misrepresentation, as defined in the Newfoundland Act, a purchaser who purchases securities offered by the offering memorandum has, without regard to whether the purchaser relied upon the misrepresentation, a statutory right of action (a) for damages against (i) the issuer,
(ii) every director of the issuer at the date of the offering memorandum, and (iii) every person or company who signed the offering memorandum and (b) for rescission against the issuer.

The Newfoundland Act provides a number of limitations and defences in respect of such rights. Where a misrepresentation is contained in an offering memorandum, a person or company shall not be liable for damages or rescission: (a) where the person or company proves that
the purchaser purchased the securities with knowledge of the misrepresentation; (b) in the case of an action for damages, the defendant is not liable for all or any part of the damages that the defendant proves do not represent the depreciation in value of the security as a
result of the misrepresentation; and (c) in no case will the amount recoverable in any action exceed the price at which the securities were offered under the offering memorandum.
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In addition, no person or company, other than the issuer, is liable: (a) where the person or company proves that the offering memorandum was sent to the purchaser without the person's or company's knowledge or consent and that, on becoming aware of its being sent, the
person or company promptly gave reasonable notice to the issuer that it was sent without the knowledge and consent of the person or company; (b) if the person or company proves that the person or company, on becoming aware of the misrepresentation in the offering
memorandum, withdrew the person's or company's consent to the offering memorandum and gave reasonable notice to the issuer of the withdrawal and the reason for it; (c) if, with respect to any part of the offering memorandum purporting to be made on the authority of an
expert or purporting to be a copy of, or an extract from, a report, opinion or statement of an expert, the person or company proves that the person or company did not have any reasonable grounds to believe and did not believe that: (i) there had been a misrepresentation; or (ii)
the relevant part of the offering memorandum: (A) did not fairly represent the report, opinion or statement of the expert; or (B) was not a fair copy of, or an extract from, the report, opinion or statement of the expert; or (d) with respect to any part of the offering memorandum
not purporting to be made on the authority of an expert and not purporting to be a copy of, or an extract from, a report, opinion or statement of an expert, unless the person or company: (i) did not conduct an investigation sufficient to provide reasonable grounds for a belief that
there had been no misrepresentation; or (ii) believed there had been a misrepresentation.

Section 138 of the Newfoundland Act provides that no action shall be commenced to enforce these rights more than: (a) in the case of an action for rescission, 180 days after the date of the transaction that gave rise to the cause of action; or (b) in the case of an action for
damages, the earlier of: (i) 180 days after the date that the purchaser first had knowledge of the facts giving rise to the cause of action; or (ii) three years after the date of the transaction that gave rise to the cause of action.

Prince Edward Island

A “misrepresentation” for purposes of the Securities Act (Prince Edward Island) also includes an omission to state a material fact that is required to be stated by the Securities Act (Prince Edward Island). If an offering memorandum, together with any amendment to the offering
memorandum, delivered to a purchaser resident in Prince Edward Island contains a misrepresentation and it was a misrepresentation at the time of purchase, the purchaser will be deemed to have relied upon the misrepresentation and will have a right of action against the issuer
and, subject to certain additional defences, every director of the issuer at the date of the offering memorandum for damages or, alternatively, while still the owner of the purchased securities, for rescission against the issuer, provided that:

1. no action shall be commenced to enforce the foregoing rights:

(a) in the case of an action for rescission, more than 180 days after the date of the transaction that gave rise to the cause of action; or

(b) in the case of any action, other than an action for rescission, the earlier of (i) 180 days after the date the purchaser first had knowledge of the facts giving rise to the cause of the action, or (ii) three years after the date of the transaction that gave rise to the cause of the
action;

1. no person or company will be liable if the person or company proves that the purchaser purchased the securities with knowledge of the misrepresentation;

2. no person or company (other than the issuer) will be liable if it proves that (i) the offering memorandum was delivered to the purchaser without the person’s or company’s knowledge or consent and that, on becoming aware of its delivery, the person or company gave
reasonable general notice that it was delivered without the person’s or company’s knowledge or consent, (ii) after the delivery of the offering memorandum and before the purchase of the securities by the investor, on becoming aware of any misrepresentation in the
offering memorandum, the person or company withdrew the person’s or company’s consent to the offering memorandum and gave reasonable general notice of the withdrawal and the reason for it, or (iii) with respect to any part of the offering memorandum
purporting to be made on the authority of an expert or to be a copy of, or an extract from, a report, an opinion or a statement of an expert, the person or company had no reasonable grounds to believe and did not believe that there had been a misrepresentation, or
the relevant part of the offering memorandum did not fairly represent the report, opinion or statement of the expert, or was not a fair copy of, or an extract from, the report, opinion or statement of the expert;

3. no person or company will be liable with respect to any part of the offering memorandum not purporting to be made on the authority of an expert or to be a copy of, or an extract from, a report, an opinion or a statement of an expert unless the person or company (i)
failed to conduct a reasonable investigation to provide reasonable grounds for a belief that there had been no misrepresentation or (ii) believed that there had been a misrepresentation;

4. in an action for damages, the defendant will not be liable for all or any portion of the damages that it proves do not represent the depreciation in value of the securities as a result of the misrepresentation relied upon; and

5. in no case shall the amount recoverable exceed the price at which the securities were sold to the purchaser.

Québec Purchasers

If there is a misrepresentation in this Presentation, the purchaser has a statutory right to apply to have the contract rescinded or the price revised, without prejudice to the purchaser’s claim for damages and the purchaser has a statutory right to sue for damages against:

(a) the Corporation and every officer or director of the Corporation;

(b) any dealer under contract to the Corporation;

(c) any person who is required to sign a certificate, in accordance with the conditions prescribed by regulations; and

(d) any expert whose opinion, containing a misrepresentation, appeared, with his consent, in the Presentation.

This statutory right to sue is available to the purchaser whether or not the purchaser relied on the misrepresentation. However, there are various defences available to the persons or companies that the purchaser has a right to sue. In particular, they have a defence if the
purchaser knew of the misrepresentation when the purchaser purchased the Securities. If the purchaser intends to rely on the rights described in (a), (b), (c) or (d) above, the purchaser must do so within strict time limitations. No action may be commenced to enforce such right
unless the right is exercised:

(a) in the case of rescission or revision of the price, within three years from the date of the transaction; and

(b) in the case of damages, within three years of the date on which you acquired knowledge of the facts giving rise to the action, except upon proof that the plaintiff acquired such knowledge more than three years after the date of the transaction as a result of the
negligence of the plaintiff, subject to a maximum period of five years from the date of the filing of the investor presentation.

In addition for rescission or revision of the price or damages against the Corporation, the defendant may defeat the application only if it is provided the plaintiff knew, at the time of the transaction, of the alleged misrepresentation.


